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My invention relates to furnaces, having 
particular relation to grate structures. 
One object of my invention is to provide 

a grate structure which is characterized by 
the smooth support provided for furnace. 
cleaning tools; by the ease of replacing dam 
aged grate bars; by the high proportion of 
cooling surface afforded; by the relatively 
small danger of breaking the grate bars by 
the cleaning tools; by the ease of removing 
adhering clinker; and by the high percent 
age of air opening even with the smaller 
sizes of fuel. . . . . . 
Another object of my invention is to pro 

vide a grate structure, wherein the angle 
formed by a line from the lower edge of an 
upper grate bar to the upper edge of the 
next adjacent lower bar approximates the 
angle of repose of the fuel, whereby the 
maximum amount of air opening may be 
obtained. , 
A further object of my invention is to 

provide a grate structure, wherein the in 
coming air is caused to pass through heated 
passages of comparatively narrow dimen 
isions so that the air may be uniformly pre 
heated and the grate bars correspondingly 
cooled. 
A still further object of my invention is to 

provide a dumping grate, wherein the over 
lapping grate bars are so disposed as to form 
longitudinal grooves which are self-cleaning. 
With these and other objects and applica 

tions in mind, my invention further consists 
in the details of construction and operation 
and arrangement, hereinafter described and 
claimed and illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings, wherein - 

Fig. 1 is a detail perspective view, partially 
in section, of a furnace embodying my in 
vention; Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a dumping 
grate structure embodying my invention; 
and 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged detail transverse sec 
tional view of the longitudinally extending 
grate bars of the preceding figures. 
In the illustrated form of embodiment of 

my invention shown in Fig. 1, a furnace 1 
comprises a front wall 2 and side walls 3. 
The front wall 2 is provided with a trans 
versely extending beam 4 for removably sup 
porting one end of a grate structure 5, an 
opposite end of which is supported by a sim 
ilar beam (not shown). The grate struc 

ture 5 comprises a plurality of lower bars 6 
which are removably lounted in laterally 
spaced relation on the supporting beam 4 
and constitute a lower floor surface. 
As shown in Fig. 1, the several lower grate 

bars 6 extend from a furnace opening 7 in 
the front wall 2 longitudinally of the fur 
nace 1. So as to terminate at a dumping grate 
section 8 shown in Fig. 2 of the drawing. 
Each of the lower grate bars 6 is of T-shaped 
construction and comprises a horizontal 
flange portion 9 and a central depending web 
portion 11. The grate structure 5 also com 
prises a plurality of upper grate bars 12 
which are removably mounted on the lower 
grate bal's 6 and constitute an upper floor 
surface which is more directly exposed to 
the furnace heat, all as will appear more 
fully hereinafter. Each of the upper grate 
bars 12 is also of T-shape formation and 7 
comprises a horizontal flange portion 13 and 
a central depending web portion 14. 
As illustrated particularly in Figs. 1 and 

3, the Several upper grate bars 12 are so dis 
posed as to cover the space intermediate suc-8 
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cessive lower grate bars 6, the alternate up 
per and lower grate bal's 12 and 6 thus 
defining a plurality of longitudinally ex 
tending depressions 15 adapted to facilitate 
the cleaning of the grate structure 5 from 
the furnace opening 7. The flange portions 
9 and 13 of the lower and upper grate bars 
(and 12, respectively, also form smooth 
guideways for cleaning tools. . . . . 
My invention further contemplates a grate 

structure having a maximum amount of air 
opening and also one wherein incoming air 
may be preheated and the grate bars cor 
respondingly cooled. To this end, the hori 
Zontai flange portion 13 of the bars 12 is 
so positioned as to overlap adjacent edge 
portions 16 of successive lower grate bars 6 
and said flange portions 13 are mounted in 
spaced relation thereto by means of a plu 
rality of longitudinally disposed vertical 
spacing lugs 17 extending from the under 
side of the flange portions 13. The depend 
ing web portion 14 is centrally disposed be 
tween successive edge portions 16 by hori 
Zontal spacing lugs 18 extending from oppo 
site sides thereof. 
The spaced mounting of the upper grate 

bars 12 thus provides a plurality of air inlet 
passages 19 of comparatively narrow dimen 
sions, causing the incoming air to be con 
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siderably preheated and at the same time 
the grate bars 9 and 12 correspondingly 
cooled. Moreover, the lugs 17 provide a plu 
'ality of Supporting points for the relatively 
hot upper grate bars 12 intermediate the 
ends thereof, so that the tendency for these 
bar's to sag under operating conditions is 
p'evented; and the vertical lugs 18 prevent 
the Waiping of said upper bars 12. 

In order that the amount of air opening 
into the grate construction 5 may be a maxi 
muln, the spacing lugs 17 are of such di 
inhensions that the angle a, which is formed 
between the horizontal flange portion 9 of 
the lower grate bar. 56 and a line from the 
upper edge of the latter to the lower edge 
of the next adjacent upper horizontal flange 
portion 13 approximates the angle of repose 
of the fuel. 
In Fig. 2 is shown a grate structure 21 

of the design shown in Figs. 1 and 2 but 
further including a pair of central sections 
22 V. 

tending side members 24. The latter may 
be secured to end supporting plates 25 and 
26. The end plate 26 may be provided with 
a door 27 permitting access into the furnace 
ish pit. The plate 26 may also serve as a 
mounting for operating level's 2S, which are 
designed to actuate the pivoted grate sec 
tions 22 and 23. As may be leadily Seel) 
from Fig. 2, the sections 22 and 23 are self 
cleaning, the longitudinal depressions 15 
facilitating the removal of ashes therefrom 
since they afford no lodgment for ashes 
when the grate structure 21 is in the clump ing position. 
While I have shown only one form of em 

bodiment of my invention, for the purpose 
of describing the same and illustrating its 
principles of construction and operation, it 
is apparent that various changes and modi 
fications hay be made therein without de 
parting from the spirit of Iny invention as 
for instance the use of a grate construction 
wherein the bars are cil'cular rather than 
longitudinal. I desire, therefore, that only 
such limitations shall be in posed thereon as 

and 23 fulcrumed in longitudinally ex 
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are indicated in the appended claims or as 
are demanded by the prior art. 

1 claim: 
i. A grate structure comprising a plu 

rality of longitudinally extending grate bar's 
in latei'al spaced relation, and a plurality 
of upper grate bai's mounted on said lower 
grate bals, each of said upper grate bal's 
comprising a horizontal body portion pro 
vided with spacing lugs whereby a plurality 
of supporting points may be afforded said 
upper bal's inte mediate the ends thereof, 
said upper bal's also comprising vertical 
webs extending between successive lower 
g'ate bar's and also provided with spacing 
lugs, whereby the warping of said upper 
bai's may be substantially prevented. 

2. An upper grate bar of T-shaped struc 
ture provided with horizontal and vertical 
Siipporting lugs, and a lower Supporting bar 
fo' So engaging said lugs as to prevent the 
walping Gi said upper bar. 

, in coil bination, a lower longitudinally 
(extending r'afe bar, and all upper grate 
b?' coupl’ising a horizontal portion and a 
Wel) portion, said portions being respectively 
}}}'ovided with vertical and horizontal spac 
ig higs engageable with said lower grate 
bar, whereby the Sagging of said upper bar 
may be eliminated. - 

4. A giate structure comprising a plu 
rality of spaced longitudinally extending 
ba's constituting a lower floor surface, and 
a plurality of upper grate bars, each coil 
prising a horizontal portion and a web por 
tion, said upper grate bar's constituting an 
upper floor surface positioned in such spaced 
relation to said lower grate bars as to pro 
Vide a plurality of air passages, the dimen 
sions of which are such that the fuel is per 
initted to assume its normal angle of re 
lose on the lower grate bars without extend 
ing into Said passages sufficiently to pass 
through the grate structure, and vertical and 
horizontal spacing lugs formed on the upper 
grate bar's and engageable with said lower 
gi'ite bars. 

JOHN E. FTLVVE LER 
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